O N B OA R D S A I L

JEANNEAU
SUN ODYSSEY 440
Exciting new innovations from a veteran French builder
BY PETER A. ROBSON

I

t must be a challenge
for yacht designers to keep coming up with new and exciting
ideas—innovations that are truly different than their predecessors—but Jeanneau designer Philippe Briand has never been
one to rest on his many laurels. In conjunction with interior
designer Jean Marc Piaton, the two have managed to come up
with a marked departure from the norm and it is clearly evident
in the Sun Odyssey 440. This new offering charmed not only this
reviewer, it was also voted “European Yacht of the Year 2018,” in
the “Family Cruiser” category and “Best Monohull Cruising Boat
from 40 to 50 Feet,” by Sail magazine.
Jeanneau has been building boats in France for 60 years and
since 1995 it has been part of the massive French Beneteau
Group. The Sun Odyssey line was developed almost 30 years
ago and according to Erik Stromberg, Jeanneau’s brand director,
17,000 Sun Odyssey yachts have been built to date in 48 models.
The Sun Odyssey 440, and more recently the 490, represent
the first in the eighth generation of Sun Odysseys. Jeanneau is
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known for being a forwardthinking company, not a follower, and has deep enough
pockets to constantly research
and evolve its products and
processes—while its core
mandate is to produce performance sailing yachts.
So, what makes the 440
different? Above deck, three
things stand out. First, Briand
has cleverly redefined the way
we move around deck by incorporating sloping walkways
from the stern. This allows for
unobstructed passage from
the stern to the bow, which
eliminates the normal process
of having to climb over the
cockpit coamings.
Second, a hard chine runs
from bow to stern. That chine
is above the bow’s fine entry
and helps increase stability
and may also help with up-

wind performance and speed.
Hard chines are being seen on
more and more serious racing yachts. Above the chine,
the hull flares considerably
and this allows for increased
interior volume forward.
Third, the height of the
boom and gooseneck are
much lower than normal.
With most rigs incorporating
lazy bags instead of in-mast
furling, it usually requires a
tall person or two to reach
up and stow the sail. The
lower boom—which still
gives plenty of headroom in
the cockpit—makes it much
easier. Each of these three
items makes one wonder why
they weren’t already thought
of for cruising boats.

ON DECK A manual folding
transom/swim platform drops
down for easy boarding. The
two helm pods are placed well
outboard, allowing for ample
walking room between them.
The wheels are situated so far
outboard that the helmsperson can stand and lean comfortably against the pushpit or
sit far outboard for excellent
visibility forward. The wind instruments are angled to make
them easier to view when
seated outboard. Twin electric
winches and control lines
and clutches for the main and
genoa are an easy reach from
either helm.
The cockpit is wide and comfortable with a folding teak
table with room for a cooler.
The engine instruments and
cockpit lighting switches are
at its aft end. The high cockpit
coamings provide good back
support and are cleverly
hinged so they can fold flat
to provide large sun lounge
areas extending out to the hull
sides. Ten centimetre (fourinch) high bulwarks provide
added security when moving
around on deck.
THE RIG The deck-stepped,

cathedral-rigged mast is 15.3
metres (50 feet, two inches)
in height and equipped with
two wide spreaders, placed
lower than a standard rig. In
place of a third set of spreaders, two sets of wire diagonals
provide support for the top
of the mast, and this allows
for a narrower and therefore
lighter upper section which
helps reduce weight aloft. The
spreaders are wide enough
to allow the cap shrouds
to be far outboard, while
the inner shrouds are well
inboard, and this makes for an
unobstructed path forward. A
two-foot-long bowsprit keeps
the anchor away from the
almost-plumb bow and has a
forward eye for a code zero.
INTERIOR The cabin has been
laid out so that one can see
right through to the double
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doors to the master cabin
and its mirrored headboard,
which gives the impression
of a much larger, open space.
The interior is bright with
lots of natural light from long
coachroof windows, hull windows and overhead opening
hatches. Saloon headroom
is two metres (six feet, five
inches). The woodwork on
the test boat was the optional,
horizontally-grained “grey
cedar” Alpi veneer, with solid
Alpi moldings that extend
above the countertops to form
sturdy fiddles that double as
handholds. The cabin sole was
an oak-colour laminate while
the woodwork was offset by
soft white upholstered cloth
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wall treatments. To keep cozy
below deck, the test boat was
fitted with an efficient Webasto forced air diesel heating
system.
Jeanneau has pushed the
beam forward on the 440 and
in addition to the wider bow
section, has increased space
in both the forward cabin and
the saloon. Jeanneau has also
eliminated overhead and hull
side storage compartments
in order to keep the centre
of gravity as low as possible.
To offset this, open storage
bins are located behind the
settee and galley (with bottle
storage under the cabin sole).
By eliminating side lockers,
the saloon has a much wider

4
feel. The deck is built using Jeanneau’s own Prisma
Process injection moulding,
which results in both sides of
a part being nicely finished
with gelcoat. Cored with balsa,
Jeanneau says this combination has reduced the weight of
the deck by 30 percent, which
also eliminates the need for
a headliner to hide the rough
molded surface that results
from traditional molding.
The full-size navigation/
computer station is a welcome
feature. Next to it, against the
hull side, are several cubbyholes for loose items as well as
the VHF radio, switches and
the touch screen control panel
that monitors ship’s systems.
There’s storage under the
hinged tabletop and even
dedicated space for pencils.

1. The interior is full of natural
light from long coachroof
windows, hull windows and
overhead hatches. 2. The bow
master has double doors and
boasts a full double bed. 3. Aft
and to starboard is the guest/
day head with separate shower
and access from the starboard
cabin and the saloon. 4. The well
fit-out galley.

The U-shaped galley is
centrally located with Corian
countertops, two-burner propane stove and oven, and dual
sinks wisely located almost
on the centreline. An opening
port above the stove will provide a small amount of ventilation when cooking. There’s a

fair amount of counter space
with two lockers inset in the
countertop. One provides a
deep dry goods storage compartment and the other hides
an optional microwave on a
lift that pops up to counter
level. On the centreline, at the
end of the galley countertop, a
storage unit has a fair number
of drawers, some of which
slide out. There’s only a single
4.5-cubic-foot fridge/freezer
under the counter and that
makes the cockpit cooler more
of a necessity.
The U-shaped dinette
settee and folding table are
offset to starboard and allow
clear passage forward while
contributing to the interior’s
open concept. There’s enough
seating here for six. The table
folds down to serve as a
double berth.
Jeanneau offers the option
of two-, three- or four-cabin
layouts. The test boat was or-

dered with three cabins, with
two standard aft cabins under
the cockpit and the master
forward. Aft and to starboard
is the guest/day head with
separate shower and access
from either the starboard cabin or the saloon. Both of the aft
cabins have hull windows to
make them brighter.
The bow master, as noted,
has double doors and boasts
a full rectangular double
bed—likely the only rectangular bed in a yacht of this
size. To either side of the bed
are well-thought-out side
compartments for books,
bags and loose items. Hull
windows and two overhead
hatches bring in a nice
amount of light, and of course
the hull windows provide
excellent views outside. The
master head has a separate
shower and is located aft and
to port with direct access
from the master.

UNDERWAY The test boat

was fitted with the optional
retractable bow thruster,
which allows it to be deeper
in the water and is less
subject to cavitation than
a standard tunnel-type
thruster. One smart feature
is an alarm system that stops
the yacht from steaming if
it is deployed. Below the
waterline the test boat had
a 2.2-metre-deep L-shaped
keel. (The L shape is said to
be less susceptible to fouling
by seaweed and rope.) A
1.5-metre shallow draft version is available, but the deep
draft version will be more
popular in our waters.
The twin rudders offer a slightly different feel
because they are offset from
the propeller. This makes it
slightly more difficult to use
the prop-wash against the
rudder to kick the stern, but
the increased overall rudder

surface area largely compensates for this. Of course, the
main reason for twin rudders
is that when heeled over,
one rudder will be vertical
instead of at the same angle
as the heel, and this is much
more efficient. During our
sea trials, the double rudders
proved extremely responsive
and allowed the 440 to essentially turn on a dime—or in
our case, about a boat length.
We left Vancouver’s False
Creek with Fraser Yacht
Sales broker Kevin Pritchard,
Mike Claxton and Canadian
Olympic sailor Nikola Girke.
The test boat was fitted with a
57-horsepower Yanmar diesel
with shaft drive and a fixed
three-blade prop instead
of the standard 45-horsepower Yanmar. While the
larger motor won’t increase
overall speed under power,
it will provide the 440 with
enough power to better
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LOA
13 m / 42' 7"

bash through a big head sea.
At a fast cruise (2,600 rpm),
our speed was just over eight
knots (hull speed is 8.4 knots),
which is surprisingly fast. The
sound level below deck at
cruise speed was a reasonable
75 dBL.
Unfortunately, as is often
the case in winter and spring,
the winds were variable at
only six to eight knots, so it
was difficult to properly test
the 440’s sailing ability. The
45-square-metre (486 sq-ft)
mainsail with three reefs

hoisted nicely out of its lazy
bag. There is no traveller and
the German style mainsheet
control lines run back to
the helm winches. The 125
percent genoa (45-squaremetre/486 sq-ft) unfurled
smoothly (there’s an option
for a self-tacking jib). Despite
the light airs, we were making four to 5.5 knots sailing
close hauled. Sail control was
easy with the double-ended
German-style mainsheet and
headsail sheets and clutches
right next to the primary
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electric winch at each helm
station. Two halyard/reefing/
furling/vang winches are to
either side of the companionway. This leaves the cockpit
clear of lines (rope bags fit
under each of the winches)
and makes for a more comfortable lounging area. The
440 tacked easily and tracked
well and, despite the lack of
wind, it was clearly quite a
slippery hull with a wellmatched rig. When it came
time to stow the mainsail, it
was much easier thanks to
the lower-height lazy bag.
CONCLUDING REMARKS

The sleek lines and innovative design features of the
Jeanneau Sun Odyssey 440
combine with the company’s
reputation for performance
sailing to create a welcome
new addition to the sailing
world. Expect to pay under
$500,000 for the 440 equipped
as per the test boat.

Hull length
12.64 m / 41' 5"
LWL
12 m / 39' 4"
Beam
4.29 m / 14'
Draft
2.2 m / 7' 2"
Disp (light)
8,561 kg / 18,874 lbs
Fuel
200 L / 53 USG
Water
330 L / 87 USG
Holding
100 L / 26 USG
Std Pwr
Yanmar 45 hp diesel
Built by
Jeanneau, France
jeanneau.com
Sold by
Fraser Yacht Sales
Vancouver
604-734-3344
Marine Servicecentre
Seattle, Anacortes
206-323-2405

